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Summary Ben Shapiro S How To
Debate Leftists And Destroy
Them
The uncompromising Nick Cohen exposes the reality
behind the freedoms we enjoy in the book that won
Polemic of the Year at the 2013 Political Book
Awards.
An examination of what algorithmic polarization
means for society and how conservative elites use
media literacy tactics to spread propaganda The
Propagandists' Playbook peels back the layers of the
right-wing media manipulation machine to reveal
why its strategies are so effective and pervasive,
while also humanizing the people whose worldviews
and media practices conservatism embodies. Based
on interviews and ethnographic observations of two
Republican groups over the course of the 2018
Virginia gubernatorial race--including the author's
firsthand experience of the 2017 Unite the Right
rally--the book considers how Google algorithms,
YouTube playlists, pundits, and politicians can
manipulate audiences, reaffirm beliefs, and expose
audiences to more extremist ideas, blurring the lines
between reality and fiction. Francesca Tripodi argues
that conservatives who embody the Christian
worldview give authoritative weight to original texts
and interrogate the media using the same tools
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taught to them in Bible study--for example, using
Google to "fact check" the news. The result of this
practice, tied to conservative marketing tactics, is
more than a reaffirmation of existing beliefs: it is a
radicalization of content and a changing of narratives
adopted by the media. Tripodi also demonstrates the
pervasiveness of white supremacy in the
conservative media ecosystem, as well as its
mainstream appeal, scope, and spread.
Follow Andrew Klavan to a deeper, richer
understanding of the words of Jesus. Andrew Klavan
believed what he read in the Gospels, but he often
struggled to understand what Jesus really meant. So
he began a journey of wrestling with the beautiful
and often strange words of Jesus. He learned Greek
in order to read the Gospels in their original
languages, and he vowed to set aside any
preconceptions about what the Scriptures say. But it
wasn't until he began exploring how some of
history's greatest writers wrestled with the same
issues we confront today--political upheaval,
rejection of social norms, growing disbelief in
God--that he found a new way of understanding
what Jesus meant. In The Truth and Beauty, Klavan
combines a decades-long writing career with a
lifetime of reading to discover a fresh understanding
of the Gospels. By reading the words of Jesus
through the life and work of writers such as William
Wordsworth and John Keats, Mary Shelley and
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Samuel Taylor Coleridge--the English
romantics--Klavan discovered a way to encounter
Jesus in a deeper and more profound way than ever
before. For readers seeking to find renewed
meaning in the words of Jesus--and for those who
are striving for belief in a materialistic world--The
Truth and Beauty offers an intimate account of one
man's struggle to understand the Gospels in all their
strangeness, and so find his way to a life that is, as
he says, "the most creative, the most joyful, and
surely the most true."
**THE INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES
BESTSELLER** *Updated with a new afterword from
the author* Kompromat n.—Russian for
"compromising information" This is a story about the
dirty secrets of the most powerful people in the
world—including Donald Trump. It is based on
exclusive interviews with dozens of high-level
sources—intelligence officers in the CIA, FBI, and the
KGB; thousands of pages of FBI investigations,
police investigations; and news articles in English,
Russian, and Ukrainian. American Kompromat
shows that from Trump to Jeffrey Epstein,
kompromat was used in operations far more sinister
than the public could ever imagine. Among them, the
book addresses what may be the single most
important unanswered question of the entire Trump
era: Is Donald Trump a Russian asset? The answer,
American Kompromat says, is yes, and it supports
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that conclusion with the first richly detailed narrative
on how the KGB allegedly first “spotted” Trump as a
potential asset, how they cultivated him as an asset,
arranged his first trip to Moscow, and pumped him
full of KGB talking points that were published in three
of America’s most prestigious newspapers. Among
its many revelations, American Kompromat reports
for the first time that: • According to Yuri Shvets, a
former major in the KGB, Trump first did business
over forty years ago with a Manhattan electronics
store co-owned by a Soviet émigré who Shvets
believes was working with the KGB. Trump’s
decision to do business there triggered protocols
through which the Soviet spy agency began efforts
to cultivate Trump as an asset, thus launching a
decades-long “relationship” of mutual benefit to
Russia and Trump, from real estate to real power. •
Trump’s invitation to Moscow in 1987 was billed as
a preliminary scouting trip for a hotel, but according
to Shvets, was actually initiated by a high-level KGB
official, General Ivan Gromakov. These sorts of trips
were usually arranged for "deep development,"
recruitment, or for a meeting with the KGB handlers,
even if the potential asset was unaware of it. •
Before Trump’s first trip to Moscow, he met with
Natalia Dubinina, who worked at the United Nations
library in a vital position usually reserved as a cover
for KGB operatives. • In 1987, according to Shvets,
the KGB circulated an internal cable hailing the
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successful execution of an active measure by a
newly cultivated American asset who took out full
page ads in The New York Times, The Washington
Post, and The Boston Globe promoting policies
promoted by the KGB. The ads had been taken out
by Donald Trump, who, Shvets said, would become
a “special unofficial contact” for the KGB, that is, an
intelligence asset whose role has been compared to
that of the late industrialist, Armand Hammer. A
number of America’s highest national security
officials have said they believe Trump is a Russian
asset, but neither the Mueller Report nor the
numerous congressional investigations throughout
Trump’s presidency pursued that vital question.
American Kompromat does. In addition to exploring
Trump’s ties to the KGB, American Kompromat also
shows that from Donald Trump to Jeffrey Epstein,
Russian kompromat operations documented the
darkest secrets of the most powerful people in the
world and transformed those secrets into potent
weapons. It also reveals: • How Jeffrey Epstein and
Trump jostled for influence and financial supremacy
for years. A college dropout let go from his prep
school teaching job, Epstein became a millionaire in
part with the help of Ghislaine Maxwell’s
father—media tycoon Robert Maxwell, who allegedly
served as a Soviet and Israeli spy and likely gave
Epstein a sum estimated between $10 and $20
million before his death in 1991. • How the Jeffrey
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Epstein-Ghislaine Maxwell sex-trafficking operation
provided a source and marketplace for sexual
kompromat--dirty secrets of the richest and most
powerful men in the world. While Epstein had a rule
when it came to selecting women, namely, “the
younger, the better,” he also knew that a
multimillionaire--or future leader--caught committing
adultery is nothing compared to getting caught on
video in the act with a minor. • How the EpsteinMaxwell ring helped enable young women with
possible ties to Russian intelligence to gain access
to the highest levels of Silicon Valley and the worlds
of artificial intelligence, supercomputers, and the
internet. This, at a time when Vladimir Putin has
asserted, “Whoever becomes the leader in this
sphere [artificial intelligence] will become the ruler of
the world.” • How Epstein had ties to Russia through
sex-trafficking. Epstein partnered with Jean-Luc
Brunel, head of MC2 modeling agency and a major
sex trafficker, who, in turn, had worked with Peter
Listerman, the celebrated procurer, or
“matchmaker” as he prefers, for Russian oligarchs.
• How John Mark Dougan, a former deputy sheriff in
Mar-a-Lago’s Palm Beach County, says he acquired
478 videos confiscated from the Jeffrey Epstein
investigation, fled to Moscow, became only the
fourth American to win asylum in Russia, and
immediately gained access to Putin’s inner circle,
showing the ongoing power that comes from
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kompromat and how its value is highest before it is
“used.”
American Kompromat
Inheritance
Summary of How to Destroy America in Three Easy
Steps by Ben Shapiro
How Conservative Elites Manipulate Search and
Threaten Democracy
Follow the Money
Thinking for Yourself in an Age of Unreason | A
Guide to Dave Rubin's Book
How the Rebirth of Tribalism, Nationalism, and
Socialism Is Destroying American Democracy
by Ben Shapiro - How the Left Weaponized
America's Institutions Against Dissent - A
Comprehensive Summary
In his Nautilus Award-winning classic Touching
Spirit Bear, author Ben Mikaelson delivers a
powerful coming-of-age story of a boy who must
overcome the effects that violence has had on his
life. After severely injuring Peter Driscal in an
empty parking lot, mischief-maker Cole
Matthews is in major trouble. But instead of jail
time, Cole is given another option: attend Circle
Justice, an alternative program that sends
juvenile offenders to a remote Alaskan Island to
focus on changing their ways. Desperate to avoid
prison, Cole fakes humility and agrees to go.
While there, Cole is mauled by a mysterious
white bear and left for dead. Thoughts of his
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abusive parents, helpless Peter, and his own
anger cause him to examine his actions and seek
redemption—from the spirit bear that attacked
him, from his victims, and, most importantly,
from himself. Ben Mikaelsen paints a vivid
picture of a juvenile offender, examining the
roots of his anger without absolving him of
responsibility for his actions, and questioning a
society in which angry people make victims of
their peers and communities. Touching Spirit
Bear is a poignant testimonial to the power of a
pain that can destroy, or lead to healing. A
strong choice for independent reading, sharing in
the classroom, homeschooling, and book groups.
PLEASE NOTE: This is a summary and analysis
of the book and not the original book. If you'd
like to purchase the original book, please paste
this link in your browser:
https://amzn.to/2UY8ex5 Author and culture
critic Ben Shapiro tells in no uncertain terms
how Americans are ruining their nation by
forsaking the values and virtues that their
Founding Fathers believed in. If the people don’t
stop being angry and ungrateful at the country
that has offered them so much, then the struggle
for America’s soul will be lost forever. What does
this ZIP Reads Summary Include? - Synopsis of
the original book - Key takeaways from each
chapter - How the decline of the West began What we must do to save America. - Editorial
Review - Background on Ben Shapiro About the
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Original Book: Despite all that America has to
offer, most people in the USA are terribly
ungrateful and have forgotten just how great
their nation is. This is the major argument that
Ben Shapiro makes in his thought-provoking
book, The Right Side of History. Advancements
in technology, freedoms, and wealth; these are
all part of American society today. But Shapiro
claims that Americans are throwing it all away
thanks to a Leftist agenda to destroy the values
that this great nation was built upon. This has led
to mental illness, drugs, mindless consumerism,
conspiracy theories, political divisions, and loss
of trust in institutions. So how did America get
this way and how can it be restored? This is the
question Shapiro seeks to answer. DISCLAIMER:
This book is intended as a companion to, not a
replacement for,The Right Side of History. ZIP
Reads is wholly responsible for this content and
is not associated with the original author in any
way. Please follow this link:
https://amzn.to/2UY8ex5 to purchase a copy of
the original book.
Fake news posts and Twitter trolls were just the
beginning. What will happen when
misinformation moves from our social media
feeds into our everyday lives? Online
disinformation stormed our political process in
2016 and has only worsened since. Yet as Samuel
Woolley shows in this urgent book, it may pale in
comparison to what's to come: humanlike
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automated voice systems, machine learning,
"deepfake" AI-edited videos and images,
interactive memes, virtual reality, and more.
These technologies have the power not just to
manipulate our politics, but to make us doubt our
eyes and ears and even feelings. Deeply
researched and compellingly written, The Reality
Game describes the profound impact these
technologies will have on our lives. Each new
invention built without regard for its
consequences edges us further into this digital
dystopia. Yet Woolley does not despair. Instead,
he argues pointedly for a new culture of
innovation, one built around accountability and
especially transparency. With social media
dragging us into a never-ending culture war, we
must learn to stop fighting and instead prevent
future manipulation. This book shows how we
can use our new tools not to control people but
to empower them.
Follow the Money exposes the labyrinth of
connections between D.C.’s slimiest swamp
creatures—Democrat operatives, lying
informants, desperate and destructive FBI
agents, Obama power brokers, CIA renegade
John Brennan, George Soros, and more—who
conspired to attack Trump by manufacturing one
bogus scandal after another. Bestselling author,
podcast favorite, and Fox News contributor Dan
Bongino delivers the third and most shocking of
his acclaimed series chronicling the Deep State
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war against Donald Trump. Starting with the
Trump impeachment hearings, Bongino works
forward and backward to piece together the
connections of a vast, well-funded cabal of
wealthy Democrats and D.C. swamp elite to the
non-stop deluge of manufactured scandals
launched specifically to attack, destabilize, and
ultimately remove Trump and his administration.
Zooming in on Ukraine, Bongino unspools a
complex sequence of corruption—from the
miraculous “discovery” of a mysterious black
ledger that linked financial transactions to
Trump campaign insider Paul Manafort and cast
a shadow over the entire Trump team, to Joe
Biden’s unexamined quid pro quo interference
with Kyiv politics as he threatened to withhold a
loan unless a prosecutor was removed from
office. The former Secret Service agent exposes
how Glenn Simpson, the corrupt cheerleader
behind the lie-filled Steele dossier, wrangled
millions from top Democrat donor George Soros
to meddle in Ukraine politics. Bongino also
reveals Soros’s desperate multimillion-dollar plan
to stop Trump’s re-election. Using FBI
documents, Bongino reveals the outrageous
actions of Robert Mueller’s investigators, who
sat on evidence that proved the supposedly
damning Trump Tower meeting between a
Russian lawyer and senior campaign officials was
nothing more than a twenty-minute waste of time
for all involved. Other chapters delve into the
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disturbing presence of Obama’s fixer,
obstruction angel Kathryn “Kathy” Ruemmler,
who represents a rogues gallery of Russiagate
political operatives; the FBI’s inside source on
the National Security Council, Anthony Ferrante,
who dedicated himself to the fruitless task of
trying to prove the Steele dossier was legitimate;
and “Special Agent 1” Stephen M. Somma’s
curious obsession with Lt. Gen. Michael Flynn,
which was stoked by a Flynn-fixated paid
operative named Stefan Halper. Flynn is the
centerpiece of one of the book’s most revealing
chapters, in which Bongino deconstructs the
FBI’s elaborate takedown of Trump’s National
Security Advisor, revealing how and why the
three-star general was set up not once…but
three times. Bongino also returns to the last,
desperate attempt to derail Trump—the
impeachment trial—and uncovers Adam Schiff’s
lies and the Ukraine-call whistleblower’s multiple
secret ties to never-Trumpers and Schiff himself.
In the final chapter, Bongino unveils the newest
front to stop Trump: the unleashing of COVID-19
from China and how the disease mutated from a
killer plague in Wuhan to a weapon to destroy
America’s economy and, with it, Trump’s reelection chances. Follow the Money displays
dizzying detective work from a truly relentless,
passionate, and patriotic reporter. An
astonishing chronicle of the relentless war to
destroy Donald Trump and his administration,
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this exposé is a must-read for anyone who wants
to unravel the most shocking and corrupt
campaign to unseat a sitting president in
American history.
Touching Spirit Bear
Spygate
Social Justice and the Unmaking of America
Evil in America
The True Hollywood Story of How the Left Took
Over Your TV
Summary of The Authoritarian Moment
The People Vs. Barack Obama
You Talkin' To Me?
A #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER! Human
beings have never had it better than we have it
now in the West. So why are we on the verge of
throwing it all away? In 2016, New York Times
bestselling author Ben Shapiro spoke at the
University of California–Berkeley. Hundreds of
police officers were required to protect his
speech. What was so frightening about Shapiro?
He came to argue that Western civilization is in
the midst of a crisis of purpose and ideas; that
we have let grievances replace our sense of
community and political expediency limit our
individual rights; that we are teaching our kids
that their emotions matter more than rational
debate; and that the only meaning in life is
arbitrary and subjective. As a society, we are
forgetting that almost everything great that has
ever happened in history happened because of
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people who believed in both Judeo-Christian
values and in the Greek-born power of reason. In
The Right Side of History, Shapiro sprints
through more than 3,500 years, dozens of
philosophers, and the thicket of modern politics
to show how our freedoms are built upon the
twin notions that every human being is made in
God’s image and that human beings were
created with reason capable of exploring God’s
world. We can thank these values for the birth of
science, the dream of progress, human rights,
prosperity, peace, and artistic beauty. Jerusalem
and Athens built America, ended slavery,
defeated the Nazis and the Communists, lifted
billions from poverty, and gave billions more
spiritual purpose. Yet we are in the process of
abandoning Judeo-Christian values and Greek
natural law, watching our civilization collapse
into age-old tribalism, individualistic hedonism,
and moral subjectivism. We believe we can
satisfy ourselves with intersectionality, scientific
materialism, progressive politics, authoritarian
governance, or nationalistic solidarity. We can’t.
The West is special, and in The Right Side of
History, Ben Shapiro bravely explains how we
have lost sight of the moral purpose that drives
each of us to be better, the sacred duty to work
together for the greater good,.
Originally published: 2018. Updated with a new
preface.
This monumental study is a comprehensive
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critical survey of the policy preferences of the
American public, and will be the definitive work
on American public opinion for some time to
come. Drawing on an enormous body of public
opinion data, Benjamin I. Page and Robert Y.
Shapiro provide the richest available portrait of
the political views of Americans, from the 1930's
to 1990. They not only cover all types of
domestic and foreign policy issues, but also
consider how opinions vary by age, gender, race,
region, and the like. The authors unequivocally
demonstrate that, notwithstanding fluctuations
in the opinions of individuals, collective public
opinion is remarkably coherent: it reflects a
stable system of values shared by the majority of
Americans and it responds sensitively to new
events, arguments, and information reported in
the mass media. While documenting some
alarming case of manipulation, Page and Shapiro
solidly establish the soundness and value of
collective political opinion. The Rational Public
provides a wealth of information about what we
as a nation have wanted from government, how
we have changed our minds over the years, and
why. For anyone interested in the short- and
long-term trends in Americans' policy
preferences, or eager to learn what Americans
have thought about issues ranging from racial
equality to the MX missile, welfare to abortion,
this book offers by far the most sophisticated
and detailed treatment available.
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Rhetoric gives our words the power to inspire.
But it's not just for politicians: it's all around us,
whether you're buttering up a key client or
persuading your children to eat their greens. You
have been using rhetoric yourself, all your life.
After all, you know what a rhetorical question is,
don't you? In this updated edition of his classic
guide, Sam Leith traces the art of argument from
ancient Greece down to its many modern
mutations. He introduces verbal villains from
Hitler to Donald Trump - and the three
musketeers: ethos, pathos and logos. He
explains how rhetoric works in speeches from
Cicero to Richard Nixon, and pays tribute to the
rhetorical brilliance of AC/DC's "Back In Black".
Before you know it, you'll be confident in
chiasmus and proud of your panegyrics - because
rhetoric is useful, relevant and absolutely
nothing to be afraid of.
Fifty Years of Trends in Americans' Policy
Preferences
Brainwashed
The Truth and Beauty
The End of Gender
Infinite City
A San Francisco Atlas
How Reason and Moral Purpose Made the West
Great | A Guide to the Book by Ben Shapiro
How the KGB Cultivated Donald Trump, and
Related Tales of Sex, Greed, Power, and
Treachery
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Summary of The Authoritarian Moment
Right-wing authoritarianism, according
to the establishment media, the
intellectuals, and our political
chattering class, is the greatest
threat to American freedom. We've heard
that Donald Trump's 75 million votes
symbolize the development of American
fascism; that conservatives have
allowed authoritarianism to flourish in
their midst, posing a severe threat to
the republic. But what if the genuine
authoritarian threat to America comes
from the ostensibly anti-fascist left,
rather than the political right? He
does an excellent job of examining the
left's plan to destabilize America. On
the political right, there are clearly
totalitarians. However, they are
statistically a fringe movement with
little institutional clout. Meanwhile,
the authoritarian left is gaining
ground in practically every aspect of
American life. A small group of collegeeducated, coastal, and uncompromising
leftists have taken over not only the
Democratic Party, but also our
corporations, colleges, scientific
establishments, and cultural
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organizations. They've also used their
newfound authority to stifle critics.
The authoritarian Left is adamant that
everyone must adhere to its beliefs,
and it demands obedience and
conformity. The dogmatic Left is
fixated with categorizing people and
altering human nature. Everyone who
stands in its way must be eliminated.
To be continued... Here is a Preview of
What You Will Get: ? A Full Book
Summary ? An Analysis ? Fun quizzes ?
Quiz Answers ? Etc. Get a copy of this
summary and learn about the book.
A lot has changed since 2015, and Ben
Shapiro has something to say about it.
In this curated sequel to “Facts Don’t
Care About Your Feelings,” Shapiro
breaks down American politics from 2015
to today like you’ve never seen before.
Review political dog fights and the
Democrats’ radicalism problem through a
poignant lens. Analyze the novel
coronavirus and its economic
implications through a perspective too
often stamped out by the mainstream
media. Explore the absurdities of “antiracism,” “mostly peaceful” protests and
other leftist attempts to rewrite
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America. And discover pieces of the
American identity—unity, free speech,
capitalism and so much more—we have
lost in the mayhem.
2019 was the year of the “wokescolds”
and the “woke inquisitors”—the new
representatives of moral panic in
America. Fresh faces in Congress, a
wave of ever-radical Democratic
presidential candidates, and the left’s
media minions went full throttle in
their crusade to fundamentally change
our society. Their “activism” was
merely complaints without solutions,
and manufactured narratives, all of
which reared their ugly head in
landmark events like the impeachment of
President Donald Trump. Read all about
this systemic political pandering, and
the prognosis for our culture, in this
collection of syndicated columns from
bestselling author Ben Shapiro.
PLEASE NOTE: This is a summary and
analysis of the book and not the
original book. SNAP Summaries is wholly
responsible for this content and is not
associated with the original author in
any way. If you are the author,
publisher, or representative of the
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original work, please contact
info[at]snapsummaries[dot]com with any
questions or concerns. If you'd like to
purchase the original book, please
paste this link in your browser:
https://amzn.to/3eDcBDY In Don’t Burn
This Book, Dave Rubin bares his soul as
he describes why and how he walked away
from the leftist agenda. He exposes the
way progressives are tearing America
apart with their authoritarian actions
and offers guidance to those who seek
to come out of the political and
personal closet. What does this SNAP
Summary Include? - Synopsis of the
original book - Key takeaways from each
chapter - How the Left shames people
into agreeing with its agenda - How to
see past prejudices and understand the
truth about America - Editorial Review
- Background on Dave Rubin About the
Original Book: The political left has
always prided itself as a movement that
fights for social justice and freedoms.
As a result, liberals tend to attack
the right as a bunch of oppressive,
conservative bigots. But in his book,
Don’t Burn this Book, Dave Rubin
counters this narrative by arguing that
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it is the liberals who are racist and
authoritarian. As a former leftist,
Rubin argues that liberals are only
interested in bullying everyone into
believing a particular narrative. But
despite their attempts, America’s hope
lies in the hands of those who are
willing to be independent free thinkers
rather, not those who adopt a herd
mentality. DISCLAIMER: This book is
intended as a companion to, not a
replacement for, Don't Burn This Book.
SNAP Summaries is wholly responsible
for this content and is not associated
with the original author in any way. If
you are the author, publisher, or
representative of the original work,
please contact
info[at]snapsummaries.com with any
questions or concerns. Please follow
this link: https://amzn.to/3eDcBDY to
purchase a copy of the original book.
A Memoir of Genealogy, Paternity, and
Love
The Criminal Case Against the Obama
Administration
What the End of the Free World Looks
Like, and How to Stop It
The Propagandists' Playbook
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Debunking the Myths about Sex and
Identity in Our Society
How Universities Indoctrinate America's
Youth
Summary & Analysis of Don't Burn This
Book
What His Plays Tell Us About Our Past
and Future
Summary of The Right Side of History:
How Reason and Moral Purpose Made
the West Great book by Ben
Shapiro.NOTE: This is a summary guide
and is meant as a companion to, not a
replacement for, the original
book.ABOUT BOOK: The Rіght Side of
Hіѕtоrу (2019) іѕ bоth a rousing dеfеnѕе
of Wеѕtеrn civilization and a hаndу guіdе
tо the rеlіgіоuѕ and рhіlоѕорhісаl
thinking thаt undеrріnѕ іt. It explores
thе сеnturіеѕ of thought thаt hаvе helped
build аnd sustain the Wеѕt, and ѕееkѕ tо
understand аnd dіѕреl more recent
thrеаtѕ to thаt wау оf thіnkіng. ABOUT
THЕ AUTHОR; Ben Shapiro is оnе оf the
leading соnѕеrvаtіvе commentators in
thе Unіtеd Stаtеѕ tоdау. Hіѕ роdсаѕt, The
Bеn Shаріrо Show, is thе nаtіоn'ѕ tор
соnѕеrvаtіvе podcast. He is a New Yоrk
Tіmеѕ bеѕt-ѕеllіng author оf tіtlеѕ
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іnсludіng Primetime Propaganda аnd
Thе People Vѕ. Bаrасk Obаmа.
INTRODUCTION.A соnѕеrvаtіvе'ѕ hуmn
to the Wеѕt.Thе typical Wеѕtеrnеr enjoys
bоth a соmfоrtаblе life and the frееdоm
of living іn a dеmосrаtіс ѕосіеtу рrіvіlеgеѕ whісh seemingly are tаkеn fоr
grаntеd. Whу are people ѕо unhарру?
Why dоеѕ ѕо muсh оf mоdеrn lіfе ѕееm
іnfuѕеd wіth anger? Why іѕ it thаt
Clinton аnd Trump ѕuрроrtеrѕ dоn't juѕt
dіѕаgrее but seem to actively distrust
and hаtе each оthеr? And whу іѕ thеrе ѕо
much аngеr іn public life thаt the аuthоr,
аn Orthоdоx Jew, іѕ accused оf bеіng a
nео-Nаzі bу ѕоmе оn thе lеft, and is sent
аntі-ѕеmіtіс аbuѕе bу others? Tоо many
people ѕееm tо hаvе bought іntо the idea
that thе Wеѕt is ѕоmеthіng dаmаgіng оr
ѕhаmеful, аnd nоt a hugе force for gооd
in thе wоrld. Thеѕе blinks take a ѕtер
bасk аnd explore the рhіlоѕорhісаl
fоundаtіоnѕ of thе Wеѕt, аnd іtѕ focus оn
moral purpose, rеаѕоn, ѕсіеntіfіс
discovery and іndіvіduаl lіbеrtу. Thе
аuthоr rеmіndѕ uѕ that the Wеѕt'ѕ
success іѕ buіlt оn thе twіn foundations
of Jerusalem аnd Athеnѕ - the Bіblе аnd
thе hugely influential thоughtѕ оf thе
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аnсіеnt Athеnіаn philosophers. Hе аlѕо
аrguеѕ thаt societies whісh stray frоm
thіѕ dual рhіlоѕорhісаl legacy are nоt to
be dеѕіrеd. In thеѕе summaryѕ, уоu'll
lеаrn -Hоw thе Bіblе gаvе uѕ thе
соnсерtѕ оf human еԛuаlіtу аnd free wіll;
-Whу true hарріnеѕѕ іѕ about mоrаl
purpose; and -Whу thе Frеnсh Rеvоlutіоn
was a dіѕаѕtеr.
Everyone has an opinion about whether
or not Donald Trump colluded with the
Russians to defeat Hillary Clinton in
2016. The number of actors involved is
staggering, the events are complicated,
and it’s hard to know who or what to
believe. Spygate bypasses opinion and
brings facts together to expose the
greatest political scandal in American
history. Former Secret Service agent and
NYPD police officer Dan Bongino joins
forces with journalist D.C. McAllister to
clear away fake news and show you how
Trump’s political opponents, both foreign
and domestic, tried to sabotage his
campaign and delegitimize his
presidency. By following the names and
connections of significant actors, the
authors reveal: • Why the Obama
administration sent a spy connected to
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the Deep State into the Trump campaign
• How Russians were connected to the
opposition research firm hired by the
Clinton campaign to find dirt on Trump •
How the FBI failed to examine DNC
computers after they were hacked,
relying instead on the findings of a
private company connected to the DNC
and the Obama administraton • Why
British intelligence played a role in
building the collusion narrative • What
role Ukrainians played in legitimizing the
perception that Trump was conspiring
with the Russians • How foreign players
in the two events that kickstarted the
Trump-Russia collusion investigation
were connected to the Clinton
Foundation, and • What motivated the
major actors who sought to frame the
Trump campaign and secure a win for
Hillary Clinton
The most exhaustively researched and
coherently argued Democrat Party
apologia to date, Reasons to Vote for
Democrats: A Comprehensive Guide is a
political treatise sure to stand the test of
time. A must-have addition to any
political observer's coffee table. *** Lefty
lawyers require that we state the book is
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mostly blank and contains precisely
1,235 words.
A lot has changed since summer 2019,
and Ben Shapiro has something to say
about it. In this sequel to Facts Don't
Care About Your Feelings, Shapiro
breaks down American politics in 2020
like you've never seen before. Review the
political dog fight and race to the
presidency through a poignant lens.
Analyze the novel coronavirus and its
economic implications through a
perspective too often stamped out by
leftist mass media. Explore the
absurdities of "anti-racism" and "mostly
peaceful" protests and civil unrest. And
explore the themes that make up the
American identity we have lost in the
mayhem: unity, free speech, capitalism
and so much more.
Summary of The Right Side of History
How Reason and Moral Purpose Made
the West Great
The Attempted Sabotage of Donald J.
Trump
How the Left's Culture of Fear and
Intimidation Silences Americans
Facts (Still) Don't Care about Your
Feelings
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Shakespeare in a Divided America
Speechless
The Brutally Honest Sequel to the
National Bestseller
A NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER “Great new
book by wonderful and very street smart author Dan
Bongino, EXONERATED, THE FAILED
TAKEDOWN OF PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP BY
THE SWAMP. Dan hits all of the crooked points of
the greatest Witch Hunt in political history.
Nevertheless, the Scam continues!” —President
Donald J. Trump An explosive, whistle-blowing
expose, Exonerated: The Failed Takedown of
Donald Trump by the Swamp reveals how Deep
State actors relied on a cynical plug-and-play
template to manufacture the now-discredited
Russiagate scandal. With the cutting analysis and
insight he exhibited in his blockbuster bestseller
Spygate: The Attempted Sabotage of Donald J.
Trump, Fox News contributor Bongino exposes who
masterminded the dangerous playbook to take down
Trump, their motives, and how a plan filled with
faked allegations backfired—forcing investigators to
up the ante and hide their missteps and half-truths in
a desperate effort to prove a collusion case that
never happened. The result? The misguided
multimillion Mueller investigation that tore the nation
apart, tried to destabilize the presidency and led, as
the world now knows, to nowhere!
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This volume explores contemporary understandings
of "news values" and the "fake news" phenomena
and collects together important new theory-building
research that sheds light on implications of
compromised news products and the ways it shapes
perceptions. News does not happen in a vacuum
and journalism is a practice with a definable milieu
which manufactures a product shaped by a complex
and subjective collection, organization, and
dissemination of information. The social import of
revisiting Herbert Gans’ "what is news" ethnographic
query in 1979 played out in earnest in 2020.
Americans watched news coverage of the COVID-19
pandemic offer politicized health information
complete with conflicting reports of disagreeing
experts, conspiracy theories, vaccination resistance,
and racist language targeting China and people of
Asian descent. This collection expands on mass
communication theory frameworks built since the
1970s, to enable us to better operationalize and
understand mass media’s role in defining, shaping,
and amplifying news. The chapters in this book were
originally published as a special issue of Mass
Communication and Society.
Shapiro captures a generation through first-person
reporting, interviews with refugees from the porn
industry, conversations with psychologist, educators,
and students, and a telling cultural critique.
What makes a place? Rebecca Solnit reinvents the
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traditional atlas, searching for layers of meaning &
connections of experience across San Francisco.
Suicide of the West
Rhetoric from Aristotle to Obama
Summary & Analysis of The Right Side of History
Porn Generation
Primetime Propaganda
The Brutally Honest Sequel to the National Smash
Hit
How to Destroy America in Three Easy Steps

A Story of Big Tech Censorship and Bias
and the Fight to Save Our Country The
madness of Google's attempt to mold our
reality into a version dictated by their
corporate values has never been portrayed
better than in this chilling account by
Google whistleblower, Zach Vorhies. As a
senior engineer at Zach watched in horror
from the inside as the 2016 election of
Donald Trump drove Google into a frenzy of
censorship and political manipulation. The
American ideal of an honest, hard-fought
battle of ideas—when the contest is over,
shaking hands and working together to
solve problems—was replaced by a
different, darker ethic alien to this
country's history as wave after of
censorship destroyed free speech and
entire market sectors. Working with New
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York Times bestselling author Kent
Heckenlively (Plague of Corruption),
Vorhies and Heckenlively weave a tale of a
tech industry once beloved by its central
figure for its innovation and original
thinking, turned into a terrifying “wokechurch” of censorship and political
intolerance. For Zach, an intuitive
counter-thinker, brought up on the
dystopian futures of George Orwell, Aldous
Huxley, and Ray Bradbury, it was clear
that Google was attempting nothing less
than a seamless rewriting of the operating
code of reality in which many would not be
allowed to participate. Using Google's own
internal search engine, Zach discovered
their real "AI-Censorship" system called
“Machine Learning Fairness,” which he
claims is a merging of critical race
theory and AI that was secretly released
on their users of search, news and
YouTube. He collected and released 950
pages of these documents to the Department
of Justice and to the public in the summer
of 2019 through Project Veritas with James
O'Keefe, which quickly became their most
popular whistleblower story, which started
a trend of big whistleblowing. From Google
re-writing their news algorithms to target
Trump to using human tragedy emergencies
to inject permanent blacklists, Zach and
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Kent provide a “you are there” perspective
on how Google turned to the dark side to
seize power. They finish by laying out a
solution to fight censorship. Read this
book if you care to know how Google tries
to manipulate, censor, and downrank the
voice of its users.
An Instant NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER A LOS
ANGELES TIMES, BOSTON GLOBE, WALL STREET
JOURNAL, and NATIONAL INDIE BESTSELLER A
BEST BOOK OF THE YEAR according to Elle,
Real Simple, and Kirkus Reviews “Memoir
gold: a profound and exquisitely rendered
exploration of identity and the true
meaning of family.” —People Magazine
“Beautifully written and deeply moving—it
brought me to tears more than once.”—Ruth
Franklin, The New York Times Book Review
From the acclaimed, best-selling
memoirist, novelist—“a writer of rare
talent” (Cheryl Strayed)— and host of the
hit podcast Family Secrets, comes a memoir
about the staggering family secret
uncovered by a genealogy test: an
exploration of the urgent ethical
questions surrounding fertility treatments
and DNA testing, and a profound inquiry of
paternity, identity, and love. What makes
us who we are? What combination of memory,
history, biology, experience, and that
ineffable thing called the soul defines
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us? In the spring of 2016, through a
genealogy website to which she had
whimsically submitted her DNA for
analysis, Dani Shapiro received the
stunning news that her father was not her
biological father. She woke up one morning
and her entire history--the life she had
lived--crumbled beneath her. Inheritance
is a book about secrets--secrets within
families, kept out of shame or selfprotectiveness; secrets we keep from one
another in the name of love. It is the
story of a woman's urgent quest to unlock
the story of her own identity, a story
that has been scrupulously hidden from her
for more than fifty years, years she had
spent writing brilliantly, and
compulsively, on themes of identity and
family history. It is a book about the
extraordinary moment we live in--a moment
in which science and technology have
outpaced not only medical ethics but also
the capacities of the human heart to
contend with the consequences of what we
discover.
Hоw tо Dеѕtrоу America in Three Eаѕу Stерѕ
іѕ a bооk thаt аrguеѕ Amеrіса is lost.
Amеrісаnѕ cannot аgrее on what mаkеѕ
Amеrіса special. In fасt, Amеrісаnѕ саnnоt
even ассерt that Amеrіса іѕ ѕресіаl. A
lаrgе раrt оf thіѕ bооk is based оn thе
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іdеа оf dіѕіntеgrаtіоnіѕtѕ. Thеѕе реорlе
vіеw Amеrіса as a society оf competing
оррrеѕѕіоnѕ. Bеn Shаріrо disagrees with
these реорlе and bеlіеvеѕ they аrе
аttасkіng thе vаluеѕ upon which America
was buіlt. Bеn thеn argues hоw Amеrіса саn
bесоmе a соhеѕіvе nаtіоn again. Pluѕ, hе
рrоvіdеѕ a wаrnіng оf the dеѕtruсtіоn
аwаіtіng uѕ іf wе dоn't rесоvеr Amеrіса'ѕ
union. ABОUT BEN SHАРІRО Bеn Shаріrо іѕ a
соnѕеrvаtіvе political соmmеntаtоr, mеdіа
host, and аttоrnеу. At thе age of 17, he
bесаmе the уоungеѕt nаtіоnаllу ѕуndісаtеd
journalist in Amеrіса. Hе іѕ thе еdіtоr-іnсhіеf оf Thе Dаіlу Wire аnd hosts a dаіlу
роlіtісаl роdсаѕt called Thе Bеn Shаріrо
Show. "All thаt will bе left аrе роlаrіzеd
groups, ѕееkіng their own іntеrеѕtѕ." Ben Shаріrо.DISCLAIMER: This bооk is a
SUMMARY. It is mеаnt to bе a соmраnіоn,
nоt a replacement, tо the оrіgіnаl book.
Please nоtе thаt thіѕ ѕummаrу іѕ nоt
аuthоrіzеd, licensed, approved, or
еndоrѕеd bу thе аuthоr оr рublіѕhеr оf thе
mаіn bооk. Thе аuthоr of thіѕ summary is
wholly rеѕроnѕіblе fоr thе content оf thіѕ
ѕummаrу аnd іѕ not аѕѕосіаtеd with thе
original аuthоr оr publisher оf thе mаіn
bооk.Tags: How to Destroy America in Three
Easy Steps, Ben Shapiro book, how to
Destroy America in Three Easy Steps Ben
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Shapiro, how to Destroy America in Three
Easy Steps paperback, how to Destroy
America in Three Easy Steps book, how to
Destroy America in Three Easy Steps
hardcover.
“Every single American needs to read
Michael Knowles’s Speechless. I don’t mean
‘read it eventually.’ I mean: stop what
you’re doing and pick up this book.”
—CANDACE OWENS "The most important book on
free speech in decades—read it!” —SENATOR
TED CRUZ A New Strategy: We Win, They Lose
The Culture War is over, and the culture
lost. The Left’s assault on liberty,
virtue, decency, the Republic of the
Founders, and Western civilization has
succeeded. You can no longer keep your
social media account—or your job—and
acknowledge truths such as: Washington,
Jefferson, and Columbus were great men.
Schools and libraries should not coach
children in sexual deviance. Men don’t
have uteruses. How did we get to this
point? Michael Knowles of The Daily Wire
exposes and diagnosis the losing strategy
we have fallen for and shows how we can
change course—and start winning. In the
groundbreaking Speechless: Controlling
Words, Controlling Minds Knowles reveals:
How the “free speech absolutists” gave
away the store The First Amendment does
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not require a value-neutral public square
How the Communists figured out that their
revolution could never succeed as long as
the common man was attached to his own
culture Where political correctness came
from How, comply or resist, political
correctness is a win-win game for the bad
guys Why taking our stand on “freedom of
speech” helps put atheism, decadence, and
nonsense on the same plane with faith,
virtue, and reality The real question:
Will we shut down drag queen story hour,
or cancel Abraham Lincoln? For 170 years
the First Amendment was compatible with
prayer in public school How the atheists
got the Warren Court to rule their way To
this day, there’s a First Amendment
exception for obscenity. What exactly is
the argument that perverts’ teaching
toddlers to twerk is not obscene? Read
Speechless: Controlling Words, Controlling
Minds if you want to learn how to take the
fight to the enemy.
Catastrophic Thinking
The Rational Public
The Truth About America's Disappearing
Jobs and Why Universal Basic Income Is Our
Future
The Reality Game
How Social Liberalism Is Corrupting Our
Future
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The War on Normal People
Facts (Still) Don’t Care About Your
Feelings
A Comprehensive Guide
Brainwashed is the explosive exposé of the leftist
agenda at work in today's colleges, revealed by
firebrand Ben Shapiro, a recent UCLA gratudate,
syndicated columnist, and one of today's most
exciting new conservative voices, who's been on the
front lines of the battle for America's young minds.
This book proves once and for all that so-called
higher education continues to sink lower and lower
into the depths of liberal madness as close-minded
professors turn their students into socialists,
atheists, race-baiters, and sex-crazed narcissists.
"Ben Shapiro's writing is smart, informative, and
incisive. He is wise byond his years without losing
the refreshing fearlessness of youth." ?Ann Coulter,
best-selling author of High Crimes and
Misdeameanors, Slander, and Treason "In
Brainwashed, Shapiro tells the truth?that
universities are forums of left-liberal indoctrination,
where dissent is discouraged and penalized, with
more restrictions on free speech rather any other
part of American society. Parents who are paying for
tutition might want to take note, and see what their
hard-earned money is paying for." ?Michael Barone,
U.S. News & World report and co-author of The
Almanac of American Politics "Welcome to P.C. 101.
In ths trenchant insider's expose, Ben Shapiro bears
witness to the modern American campus freak show.
You'll get up close and personal with the Marxist
loons, moral relativists, multicultural zealots, and
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American-haters who are corrupting young minds.
Brainwahed reveals the ignominious lows to which
higher education has sunk. Get deprogrammed. Buy
this book!" ?Michelle Malkin, nationally syndiated
columnist and author of Invasion "Sharp thinking,
tight writing, crazy-but-true stories: Ben Shapiro
sees campus brainwashing and raises a national
protest. This is a good book to give both freshmen
who need warning and voters/alumni who need to
take action." ?Dr. Marvin Olasky, University of Texas
professor and editor-in-chief of World magazine "A
worthy successor to God and Man at Yale and
Harvard Hates America in exploring the bely of the
academic beast." ?David Horowitz, founder of
Students for Academic Freedom and author of
Radical Son and Left Illusions "What Animal House
did for the toga party, Brainwashed should do for
American resistance to campus radicalism." ?Rusty
Humphries, nationally syndicated radio talk show
host
“Vitally important, devastatingly thorough, and
shockingly revealing…. After reading Primetime
Propaganda, you’ll never watch TV the same way
again.” —Mark Levin Movie critic Michael Medved
calls Ben Shapiro, “One of our most refreshing and
insightful voices on the popular culture, as well as a
conscience for his much-maligned generation.” With
Primetime Propaganda, the syndicated columnist and
bestselling author of Brainwashed, Porn Generation,
and Project President tells the shocking true story of
how the most powerful medium of mass
communication in human history became a vehicle
for spreading the radical agenda of the left side of
the political spectrum. Similar to what Bernard
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Goldberg’s Bias and A Slobbering Love Affair did for
the liberal news machine, Shapiro’s Primetime
Propaganda is an essential exposé of corrupting
media bias, pulling back the curtain on widespread
and unrepentant abuses of the Hollywood
entertainment industry.
"International sex researcher, neuroscientist, and
frequent contributor to The Globe and Mail (Toronto)
Debra Soh [discusses what she sees as] gender
myths in this ... examination of the many facets of
gender identity"-"From the editor-at-large of Breitbart.com, a timely
and compelling look at how liberals use bullying
toward their opponents on today's top political
issues"-A Whistleblower's Exposé of Big Tech Censorship
How Reason and Moral Purpose Made the West Great
Book by Ben Shapiro CityPrint
Google Leaks
What IS News?
Exonerated
The Shocking Deep State Connections of the AntiTrump Cabal
Controlling Words, Controlling Minds
The Failed Takedown of President Donald Trump by
the Swamp

From 2020 Democratic presidential candidate
Andrew Yang, a captivating account of how "a skinny
Asian kid from upstate" became a successful
entrepreneur, only to find a new mission: calling
attention to the urgent steps America must take,
including Universal Basic Income, to stabilize our
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economy amid rapid technological change and
automation. The shift toward automation is about to
create a tsunami of unemployment. Not in the distant
future--now. One recent estimate predicts 45 million
American workers will lose their jobs within the next
twelve years--jobs that won't be replaced. In a future
marked by restlessness and chronic unemployment,
what will happen to American society? In The War
on Normal People, Andrew Yang paints a dire
portrait of the American economy. Rapidly advancing
technologies like artificial intelligence, robotics and
automation software are making millions of
Americans' livelihoods irrelevant. The consequences
of these trends are already being felt across our
communities in the form of political unrest, drug use,
and other social ills. The future looks dire-but is it
unavoidable? In The War on Normal People, Yang
imagines a different future--one in which having a job
is distinct from the capacity to prosper and seek
fulfillment. At this vision's core is Universal Basic
Income, the concept of providing all citizens with a
guaranteed income-and one that is rapidly gaining
popularity among forward-thinking politicians and
economists. Yang proposes that UBI is an essential
step toward a new, more durable kind of economy,
one he calls "human capitalism."
"An elegant and thoughtful dismantling of perhaps
the most dangerous ideology at work today." — BEN
SHAPIRO, bestselling author and host of "The Ben
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Shapiro Show" "Reading Noah Rothman is like a
workout for your brain." — DANA PERINO,
bestselling author and former press secretary to
President George W. Bush There are just two
problems with “social justice”: it’s not social and it’s
not just. Rather, it is a toxic ideology that encourages
division, anger, and vengeance. In this penetrating
work, Commentary editor and MSNBC contributor
Noah Rothman uncovers the real motives behind the
social justice movement and explains why, despite
its occasionally ludicrous public face, it is a threat to
be taken seriously. American political parties were
once defined by their ideals. That idealism, however,
is now imperiled by an obsession with the
demographic categories of race, sex, ethnicity, and
sexual orientation, which supposedly constitute a
person’s “identity.” As interest groups defined by
identity alone command the comprehensive
allegiance of their members, ordinary politics gives
way to “Identitarian” warfare, each group looking for
payback and convinced that if it is to rise, another
group must fall. In a society governed by “social
justice,” the most coveted status is victimhood,
which people will go to absurd lengths to attain. But
the real victims in such a regime are blind justice—the
standard of impartiality that we once took for
granted—and free speech. These hallmarks of
American liberty, already gravely compromised in
universities, corporations, and the media, are under
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attack in our legal and political systems.
Now in paperback, New York Times bestselling
author Ben Shapiro presents a comprehensive case
against Barack Obama’s abuses of power during his
time in office. From the DOJ to the NSA, from the
EPA to the Department of Health and Human
Services, Barack Obama’s administration has
become a labyrinth of corruption and overreach
touching every aspect of Americans’ lives. The
People vs. Barack Obama strips away the soft media
picture of the Obama administration to reveal a
regime motivated by pure, unbridled power and
details how each scandal has led to dozens of
instances of as-yet-unprosecuted counts of
espionage, involuntary manslaughter, violation of
internal revenue laws, bribery, and obstruction of
justice. The story of the Obama administration is a
story of abuse, corruption, and venality on the
broadest scale ever to spring from the office of the
presidency. President Obama may be the
culmination of a century of government growth—but
more important, he is the apotheosis of the imperial
presidency. Obama chooses when to enforce
immigration laws, delays his own Obamacare
proposals when it is politically convenient to do so,
micromanages the economy, attacks the Supreme
Court, Congress, and the sovereign states. And he
proclaims that he alone is the voice of the people
while encroaching on their rights. In The People vs.
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Barack Obama, Ben Shapiro brings Obama into the
people’s court and addresses each of his abuses of
power.
BrainwashedHow Universities Indoctrinate America's
YouthThomas Nelson
True Allegiance
The Right Side of History
How the Next Wave of Technology Will Break the
Truth
America 2030
You Can’t Read This Book: Censorship in an Age of
Freedom
Bullies
Reasons to Vote for Democrats
Unjust
One of the New York Times Ten Best Books of the Year •
A National Book Critics Circle Award Finalist • A New
York Times Notable Book A timely exploration of what
Shakespeare’s plays reveal about our divided land. “In this
sprightly and enthralling book . . . Shapiro amply
demonstrates [that] for Americans the politics of
Shakespeare are not confined to the public realm, but have
enormous relevance in the sphere of private life.” —The
Guardian (London) The plays of William Shakespeare are
rare common ground in the United States. For well over
two centuries, Americans of all stripes—presidents and
activists, soldiers and writers, conservatives and liberals
alike—have turned to Shakespeare’s works to explore the
nation’s fault lines. In a narrative arching from
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Revolutionary times to the present day, leading scholar
James Shapiro traces the unparalleled role of
Shakespeare’s four-hundred-year-old tragedies and
comedies in illuminating the many concerns on which
American identity has turned. From Abraham Lincoln’s
and his assassin, John Wilkes Booth’s, competing
Shakespeare obsessions to the 2017 controversy over the
staging of Julius Caesar in Central Park, in which a Trumplike leader is assassinated, Shakespeare in a Divided
America reveals how no writer has been more embraced,
more weaponized, or has shed more light on the hotbutton issues in our history.
A NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER! A growing
number of Americans want to tear down what it’s taken us
250 years to build—and they’ll start by canceling our
shared history, ideals, and culture. Traditional areas of
civic agreement are vanishing. We can’t agree on what
makes America special. We can’t even agree that America
is special. We’re coming to the point that we can’t even
agree what the word America itself means.
“Disintegrationists” say we’re stronger together, but their
assault on America’s history, philosophy, and culture will
only tear us apart. Who are the disintegrationists? From
Howard Zinn’s A People’s History of the United States to
the New York Times’ 1619 project, many modern
analyses view American history through the lens of
competing oppressions, a racist and corrupt experiment
from the very beginning. They see American philosophy
as a lie – beautiful words pasted over a thoroughly rotted
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system. They see America’s culture of rights as a façade
that merely reinforces traditional hierarchies of power,
instead of being the only culture that guarantees freedom
for individuals. Disintegrationist attacks on the values that
built our nation are insidious because they replace each
foundational belief, from the rights to free speech and selfdefense to the importance of marriage and faith
communities, with nothing more than an increased
reliance on the government. This twisted disintegrationist
vision replaces the traditional “unionist” understanding
that all Americans are united in a shared striving toward
the perfection of universal ideals. How to Destroy
America in Three Easy Steps shows that to be a cohesive
nation we have to uphold foundational truths about
ourselves, our history, and reality itself—to be unionists
instead of disintegrationists. Shapiro offers a vital warning
that if we don’t recover these shared truths, our future—our
union—as a great country is threatened with destruction.
How the Lives and Works of England's Greatest Poets
Point the Way to a Deeper Understanding of the Words of
Jesus
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